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EDITORIAL POLICY

Language in Society is concerned with all strengthening international scholarship
branches of the study of speech and Ian- and cooperation in this field, and from time
guage as aspects of social life. Preference is to time will carry a set of articles reflecting
given to contributions of general theoretic- the state and interest of sociolinguistic
al or methodological interest. Contribu- research in a specific country or region. In
tions may vary from predominantly addition to original articles, the journal
linguistic to predominantly social in con- publishes reviews of current books, brief
tent, but are expected to involve both poles accounts of work in progress, and notes
of the journal's field of concern in some and comments on points arising out of
explicit way. The journal seeks to aid in recent publications.
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net (US 117.50 in USA and Canada) Claims for missing issues should be
plus postage. Three parts form a volume, made immediately after receipt of the next
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For permission to reproduce material ISI Tear Service, 325 Chestnut Street,
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the Cambridge or New York office of is authorized to supply single copies of
Cambridge University Press. separate articles for private use only.

NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Contributions are welcomed from all to the Editor, Professor Dell Hymes, Grad-
countries. They should normally be uate School of Education, University of
written in English, but articles in French Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
are also welcome. All articles, as well as 19174, USA.
books for review and listing, should be sent Continued on inside back cover.
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